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Vulnerability Assessment

ABSTRACT
Vulnerability assessment is an integral component of a good security program. In fact,
a well-functioning vulnerability management system, including testing and remediation,
is often cited by industry standards and regulatory bodies as an essential requirement
for security and mandatory for compliance. This white paper provides an overview of
vulnerability assessments: what they are, how they’re used and the role that they play in
ensuring an effective and comprehensive audit and security program.
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What Is a Vulnerability Assessment?
The US National Institute of Standards and Technology

based methods, using automated scanning tools to

(NIST) defines a vulnerability as “a weakness in an

conduct discovery, testing, analysis and reporting

information system, system security procedures, internal

of systems and vulnerabilities. Manual techniques

controls, or implementation that could be exploited by a

can also be used to identify technical, physical and

threat source.” Thus, a vulnerability is a weakness that

governance-based vulnerabilities.

1

can be exploited by adversaries to advance their goals.

It should be noted that vulnerability assessments

Traditionally, cyber security professionals are trained

alone do not prevent security incidents, nor do their

to consider vulnerabilities from a technical perspective,

results provide any indication of a current or past

such as flaws identified in software platforms or

security incident. Conducting an assessment does

configuration issues that can be leveraged by an attacker

not necessarily improve security on its own; instead, it

to gain access. Although, given the definition above,

reflects a snapshot of the environment at a particular

vulnerabilities encompass weaknesses of all types

point in time, and its goal is simply to identify and

(including, for example, those found within physical

analyze weaknesses present in a technical environment.

environments and governance structures), this paper

To see a net benefit to security, the enterprise must

focuses on technical issues in software, applications and

regularly conduct vulnerability assessments (to track net

networks, in addition to other technical aspects of the

improvement or failure to improve) and act on the results

cyber security professional’s domain.

of those assessments. A vulnerability management

As a practical matter, it is impossible to remove every
technical vulnerability from a given environment. There
are a number of reasons for this. Some vulnerabilities are
latent until they are discovered and publicly disclosed;

system (or process) can facilitate identification,
analysis and remediation of issues and thereby
help enterprises realize the value of vulnerability
assessment itself.

these are typically referred to as zero days, referring to

Vulnerability assessments are not exploitative by nature

the fact that there are zero days since public disclosure.

(compared to, for example, ethical hacking or penetration

Other vulnerabilities might persist due to challenges

tests). In conducting a vulnerability assessment,

associated with patching certain devices, including those

practitioners (or the tools they employ) will not typically

that support legacy applications or that are directly

exploit vulnerabilities they find. Instead, a vulnerability

managed by external vendors. Still other vulnerabilities

assessment serves an altogether different purpose: it

might be cost prohibitive to address for other reasons.

allows an enterprise to focus on reconnaissance and

This in turn means that any given environment will
have multiple latent vulnerabilities at any given time.
A vulnerability assessment is the process of identifying

discover weaknesses in its environment. To accomplish
that goal, a suspected vulnerability does not typically need
to be exploited to identify its existence and apply a fix.

and analyzing those security vulnerabilities that might

For example, a vulnerability scanner might determine that

exist in the enterprise. Vulnerability assessments are

a server is missing critical operating system patches by

typically conducted through network-based or host-

detecting an outdated version of the operating system

1

Ross, Ronald S.; Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800-30, 17 September 2012,
www.nist.gov/publications/guide-conducting-risk-assessments
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during a network probe. Eliminating that weakness (i.e.,

Nonetheless, penetration testing can have a place in a

the missing patches) may simply require a software

security program. It is a regulatory requirement for many

update and a reboot. Validating the vulnerability through

enterprises and, in some cases, exploiting a vulnerability

a penetration test—that is, actually staging and executing

can be necessary to gain an adequate understanding

an exploit to prove that the missing patch allows an

of risk and develop remediation plans. For example, it

attacker to gain access to the server—may not be

can serve as a mechanism to overcome organizational

necessary because the weakness is already known or

inertia when issues are viewed as merely theoretical

suspected by virtue of that missing patch.

or, for whatever other reason, are not considered to be

Conducting a penetration test to prove that the missing
patch is an issue typically increases the cost of testing,
runs the risk of potential damage to the system (or
downtime) in the process and can have other broader
impacts depending on the role and use of the device in

serious concerns. Vulnerability assessment can be a
first step in a penetration testing exercise because it
provides the initial intelligence that penetration testers
use to isolate vulnerabilities and then simulate attacks by
exploiting them.

the environment.

Types of Vulnerability Assessments
NIST Special Publication 800-115, “Technical Guide to

vulnerability assessments are typically automated,

Information Security Testing and Assessment” is a

although practitioners should be involved throughout

practical guide to techniques for information security

the process to plan, execute and analyze results.

2

testing and assessment. The standard discusses the
following four vulnerability assessment activities:

Network-Based Scans

• Network-based scans

Network-based scans combine host and service

• Host-based scans (i.e., system-configuration reviews)
• Wireless scans

component of a network-based scan allows the
assessor to identify the devices on a network and, for

• Application scans (included within penetration testing)
These vulnerability assessment scans are usually
overt—the target has knowledge of the tests and stealth
techniques (to allow the tester to avoid detection) are
not needed. The scans can cover internal or external
systems. Practitioners can decide whether circumstances
require “authenticated testing,” in which the scanning
tool is provided with authorized credentials to examine
the system or application at a deeper level. Technical

2

discovery with vulnerability enumeration. The discovery

each device, determine its type and potential points
of attack. To learn the type, the scanning tool probes
a target and analyzes its behavior and responses to
establish a “fingerprint” that includes information about
the system and allows the tool to determine (with varying degrees of accuracy) the characteristics of the host.
For example, the tool might enumerate running services,
scan for a range of listening TCP ports, examine system
banners or deploy any number of other techniques to
determine the type and version of the host or device.

Scarfone, Karen; Murugiah Souppaya; Amanda Cody; Angela Orebaugh; “Technical Guide to Information Security Testing and Assessment,” NIST Special Publication 800-115, National
Institute of Standards and Technology, September 2008, https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-115/final
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For all but the stealthiest of devices, modern scanning

network-based scans; however, that breadth typically

tools can reliably discover the target’s operating system

increases their overhead and makes them harder to set

and network applications, and, from those details,

up and operate. Many network-based scanning tools

perform focused tests to identify weaknesses. For

include an option for authenticated scans, which are

example, after a tool establishes that a target is running

likely to implement the Security Content Automation

Red Hat® Linux®3 and an Apache® webserver,4 it might

Protocol (SCAP)5 and work with the NIST-maintained

then run a battery of tests focused on known

National Checklist Program (NCP).6 To meet host-

vulnerabilities and common misconfigurations of that

hardening requirements, such as those found in the

operating system and application.

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI
DSS),7 host-based scanning is a must-have.

Because hackers are almost certain to scan
Internet-connected systems—new servers are typically
scanned within minutes of coming online—proactive

Wireless Network Scans

vulnerability assessment scanning is critical for

Wireless scans of an enterprise’s Wi-Fi networks focus

Internet-accessible servers. Hackers who gain a foothold

on points of attack in wireless network infrastructure.

on an internal network can “land and expand” by using

One aspect of wireless network testing is validating

the compromised host to identify more vulnerable

that an enterprise’s networks are securely configured.

targets, to move laterally throughout the network and to

Although any benefit of disabling SSID broadcast to

attack other systems using the compromised host as a

“hide” a network has long since passed, scanning

beachhead. To the extent that scanning can help reduce

validates that strong encryption is enabled and default

this possibility, internal scans can help prevent attacks

settings are changed. Another purpose of wireless

from spreading quickly inside an enterprise.

testing is to identify rogue access points, which pose
as legitimate wireless networks of either an enterprise
or a hotspot, such as a local coffee shop, to trick

Host-Based Scans
Network-based scans may sometimes miss weaknesses

victims into joining an attacker’s network.

that can be exploited only by a user who is logged onto

Network-based scans should also be used on wireless

the system (i.e., local exploits) because they may only

networks to detect vulnerable systems. Enterprises

have the capability or be configured only to look for

should be aware that internal systems may connect

“remotely exploitable” vulnerabilities (i.e., those that are

to guest wireless networks; an attacker can target

accessible from somewhere else on the network). Host-

systems connected to a guest network and jump to

based scans, by contrast, are executed from the target

internal networks from there. Guest networks may be

computer or are remotely controlled with authenticated

isolated, but compromised systems connected to these

account access to the target computer. These scans can

networks can still be a worrying attack vector. Further,

provide greater visibility into a system’s configuration set-

assessors should verify that separate wireless networks

tings and patch details, while covering ports and services

really are isolated; network administrators may inadver-

that are also visible to network-based scans. For this

tently allow guest network traffic inside internal networks

reason, host-based scans are more comprehensive than

and access to sensitive networks and systems.

3

Red Hat, Inc., “Linux Platforms,” 2017, www.redhat.com/en/technologies/linux-platforms

4

The Apache Software Foundation, “HTTP Server Project,” http://httpd.apache.org/

5

National Institute of Standards and Technology, “Security Content Automation Protocol: SCAP Related Publications,” https://scap.nist.gov/publications/index.html

6

National Institute of Standards and Technology, “National Checklist Program,” 13 July 2017, www.nist.gov/programs-projects/national-checklist-program

7

PCI Security Standards Council, LLC, “Document Library,” www.pcisecuritystandards.org/document_library
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Application Scans
Application scans typically focus on websites to discover

also include web application security tests, although

and enumerate software vulnerabilities and misconfigu-

they have fewer features that are focused on web

rations. During penetration testing, assessors often use

application testing than DAST tools. Application security

manual tests or exploit kits; however, software-centric

testing can be risky because scanning software may

Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) tools

make changes to databases or delete content during

help to identify vulnerabilities that are unique to web

testing, so enterprises should either restrict testing

software, such as SQL injection, cross-site scripting

to nonproduction environments or exercise caution in

(XSS), insufficient input validation and sensitive data

scanning production environments.

exposure. Many network vulnerability scanning tools
8

Benefits of Vulnerability Assessment
Like most information security controls and processes, vulnerability assessments have two driving factors:
security benefits and compliance obligations. Fortunately, conducting vulnerability assessments satisfies both
driving factors.

Security Benefits
Because vulnerability assessment security benefits are

used not only to target remediation plans but also to

numerous, industry frameworks and best practice guid-

indicate systemic issues, such as gaps in patch

ance typically include vulnerability assessments in their

management or asset life cycle management. Network

list of suggested measures. For example, the Center

vulnerability scans can identify rogue assets connected

for Internet Security (CIS) lists continuous vulnerability

to an enterprise network, detect network misconfigura-

assessment and remediation as one of the first five CIS

tions and find unauthorized services running on internal

controls that reduce the majority of an enterprise’s

systems. In more mature enterprises that already use

security risk.9 Similarly, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework

centralized logging, vulnerability assessment results can

calls for the identification and documentation of asset

be integrated in event correlation by cross-referencing

vulnerabilities in its Identify category of controls.

suspicious events with known vulnerabilities; log

®

10

It is not difficult to understand why vulnerability assessments hold a prominent spot in the information security
space. Assessment tools are relatively easy to install and
run, are largely automated and provide a cost-effective
way to gain valuable insights into an enterprise’s
environment. Vulnerability assessment results can be

8

analysts can also use vulnerability scanning activities to
understand the attack signature that an internal attacker
might exhibit during network probes. These use
cases can enhance security monitoring capabilities and
improve the chances that a malicious actor is detected
when conducting reconnaissance or exploiting a system.

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a widely recognized resource for web application security guidance. See OWASP, “Welcome to OWASP,” 3 October 2017,
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Main_Page

9

Center for Internet Security®; “CIS Controls: First 5 CIS Controls,” www.cisecurity.org/controls/

10 National Institute of Standards and Technology, Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, Draft Version 1.1, 10 January 2017,
https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents////draft-cybersecurity-framework-v1.11.pdf
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Compliance Requirements
Compliance requirements can be divided into

event of security breaches. Noncompulsory drivers

two categories: compulsory and noncompulsory.

are not mandated; however, for some enterprises,

Compulsory drivers are government- or industry-

expectations from customers, clients or business

mandated requirements to which an enterprise

partners may force compliance with standards, such

must adhere, such as a law or regulation. Common

as ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Information technology –

examples of compulsory compliance objectives

Security techniques – Information security management

include the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

systems – Requirements,14 NIST SP 800-53 Security and

Act (HIPAA), the General Data Protection Regulation

Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems and

(GDPR) and the recent Cybersecurity Requirements

Organizations15 and the Health Information Trust Alliance

for Financial Services Companies regulation from the

(HITRUST) CSF. 16

11

12

New York State Department of Financial Services.13

Vulnerability assessments are included, explicitly or

The PCI DSS is an example of an industry-mandated

implicitly, in most compulsory and noncompulsory cyber

compulsory requirement. Although not government

security standards. Because not all such standards can

mandated, all credit card merchants and providers are

be covered in this section, Appendix B Vulnerability

contractually obligated to comply with the PCI DSS.

Assessment Requirements provides a list of regulations,

Compulsory compliance objectives almost always

standards and frameworks that set vulnerability

present a financial penalty for noncompliance or in the

assessment expectations.

Where Does a Vulnerability
Assessment Fit In?
Although vulnerability assessments are often conducted

assessments can be used tactically to determine areas

as standalone activities, the results of a vulnerability

where operating system patches need to be applied or

assessment can be used as input to other common

configuration updates need to be made. They can also

security functions, such as enterprise risk analysis and

be used more strategically as a measuring instrument

penetration testing. Vulnerability assessments can have

for the health of the patch management and configuration

tactical or strategic purposes or both. For example,

management efforts of the overall enterprise.

11 U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, “Health Information Privacy,” www.hhs.gov/hipaa/index.html/
12 EU GDPR Portal, “GDPR Portal: Site Overview,” www.eugdpr.org/
13 New York State Department of Financial Services, “Cybersecurity Requirements for Financial Services Companies,” 23 NYCRR 500,
www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/Cybersecurity_Requirements_Financial_Services_23NYCRR500.pdf
14 International Organization for Standardization, “Information technology -- Security techniques -- Information security management systems – Requirements,” ISO/IEC
27001:2013, October 2013, www.iso.org/standard/54534.html
15 National Institute of Standards and Technology, “Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations,” NIST Special Publication 800-53, Revision
4, April 2013, http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-53r4.pdf
16 HITRUST Alliance, “Understanding and Leveraging the CSF,” https://hitrustalliance.net/understanding-leveraging-csf/
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Vulnerability Assessments
and Risk Analysis

the impact of a successful attack. Enterprises should

NIST defines information security risk analysis as the

other systems and only stores, processes and transmits

“process of identifying the risks to system security and

public information may have a high likelihood of com-

determining the likelihood of occurrence, the resulting

promise but a low impact to the enterprise. Conversely,

impact, and the additional safeguards that mitigate

a server at the bottom of the ocean with personally

this impact.” A common error that enterprises make

identifiable information may have a very low likelihood of

is mistaking vulnerability assessment results with a

exploitation but a high impact to the enterprise. To use

comprehensive risk analysis. Although many vulnera-

the results of a vulnerability assessment as input to a risk

bility assessment tools provide a risk score using the

assessment, an enterprise must have conducted threat

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), this

and impact analyses on its environments and assets.

17

know the sensitive data that they store and where it is
handled. An Internet-facing server that is isolated from

score should not be confused with a risk analysis.
Detailed information on CVSS is provided in Appendix A
of this document.
The key difference between a vulnerability assessment
and a risk analysis is context. For example, if a vulnerability assessment of an enterprise server returns a critical CVSS 10.0-rated vulnerability for an unpatched web
service, the enterprise might immediately sound the
alarm, call in its systems administrator after hours and
disrupt business operations to fix the vulnerability. However, the vulnerability scanning software has no context
regarding this server. It can be an Internet-facing server,
or it can be disconnected from any network, locked in a
lead box at the bottom of the Mariana Trench. In either
case, the vulnerability scanner reports the risk as critical,
but, an unpatched web server is not really a critical
vulnerability if the server is at the bottom of the ocean.
To bridge the gap between a vulnerability assessment
and a risk analysis, at least two additional pieces of information are required. First, a risk analysis should consider
threat scenarios to help an enterprise understand the
context and consequence of an exploited vulnerability.
Threat scenarios allow enterprises to determine the
likelihood that a vulnerability will be exploited, based on
real-world threats. Secondly, the enterprise must consider

Vulnerability Assessments
and Penetration Tests
Another common misunderstanding is the difference
between vulnerability assessments and penetration
tests. For enterprises with regulatory drivers like PCI
DSS that require both, it is clear that the two tests must
be different; however, it is not unusual for those with
less familiarity to mistake a vulnerability assessment for
a penetration test or to request a penetration test when
a vulnerability assessment is more appropriate. NIST
defines penetration testing as “security testing in which
assessors mimic real-world attacks to identify methods
for circumventing the security features of an application,
system, or network.”18
Most penetration testing activities include vulnerability
assessment. During a network penetration test, for
example, an assessor may first use a network vulnerability
scan to identify potential targets, perform operating
system fingerprinting, scan accessible ports and enumerate services. The assessor analyzes scan results to
understand potential vulnerabilities and create a plan of
attack. The scan helps the assessor determine which
exploits to attempt and provides information that allows
the assessor to choose the best penetration tools and

17 Kissel, Richard; “Glossary of Key Information Security Terms,” NISTIR 7298, Revision 2, National Institute of Standards and Technology, May 2013,
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2013/NIST.IR.7298r2.pdf
18 Op cit Scarfone
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techniques. A significant difference between vulner-

vulnerability assessment rather than penetration testing;

ability assessment and penetration testing is that the

it is better to identify potential vulnerabilities and make

vulnerability assessment reflects a “look but don’t touch”

improvements. Even if the lack of validation means some

philosophy, whereas a penetration test may run the risk

false positives will appear, the enterprise can begin to

of changing or damaging the target environment. Enter-

address vulnerabilities while avoiding the risk of downtime

prises that are new to security testing should start with

and the greater cost of labor-intensive penetration testing.

Considerations and Possible Risk
It is important to note that potential risk can arise from

systems (e.g., biomedical or clinical systems, industrial

a vulnerability assessment or penetration test, regard-

control systems, broadcasting systems and special-

less of the specific type of test conducted. In particular,

ized communications equipment) can be negatively

any activity that directly operates on the production

impacted—potentially by downtime—by an active scan

environment can have potential negative consequences.

conducted against them. Therefore, it is important that

These consequences can be particularly impactful

vulnerability assessment planning includes measures

if they involve health and safety or the technology is

to ensure that these risks are identified and thought

legacy. For example, certain operational technology

through before conducting such a test.
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A P P E N D I X

A

Common Vulnerability Scoring
System and the National
Vulnerability Database
The NIST National Vulnerability Database (NVD),

The NVD includes the description and references from

launched in 2005, is the largest public collection of

the CVE, but provides additional context about the

technical vulnerabilities in the world—93,361 at the time

EternalBlue vulnerability. That extra detail includes risk

of this writing. The NVD is a superset of the Common

scoring using the Common Vulnerability Scoring System

Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE®) vulnerability list,

(CVSS), categorization using the Common Weakness

established in 1999 and maintained by MITRE with input

Enumeration (CWE) specification, and details about

from dozens of organizations worldwide; the NVD

at-risk information systems using the Common Platform

adds analysis, a database and searching capabilities.

Enumeration (CPE) dictionary. The NVD entry for CVE-

19

20

The CVE provides a taxonomy to describe vulnerabilities

2017-0144 is available on the NVD website.23

and enable different information security tools to refer

CVE-2017-0144 is assigned the weakness ID CWE-20

to vulnerabilities through standard identifiers that are

because it is an input validation problem. The CPE

named CVE IDs. CVE Numbering Authorities (CNAs), the

listing in the NVD shows that CVE-2017-0144 applies

organizations that assign CVE IDs, interact with the CVE

to Microsoft systems from Windows Vista to Windows

dictionary directly; however, most information security

10. The NVD’s vulnerability description explains that a

practitioners work with CVEs through reference to the

remote attacker can compromise an exposed system

NVD, results presented in vulnerability scanners and

by transmitting specially crafted SMB packets, run-

other information security tools or security advisories.

ning malicious code on the target. Rather than broad

For example, the EternalBlue exploit, which is widely
believed to have been developed by the US National
Security Agency (NSA) and subsequently leaked by the
Shadow Brokers group, takes advantage of a vulnerability in the Microsoft implementation of the Server
Message Block (SMB) protocol.21 The CVE ID for this

high-medium-low values, the NVD provides risk scores
from 0 to 10 that are precisely calculated using CVSS;
recent NVD entries include scores using CVSS version
2 (v2) and CVSS version 3 (v3). For CVE-2017-0144, the
NVD assigns a CVSS v3 base score of 8.1 and a CVSS
v2 base score of 9.3—both are considered high risk.

vulnerability is CVE-2017-0144; the CVE dictionary entry

In most cases, the score assigned to a vulnerability in

is available on the CVE website.

the NVD is appropriate to risk-based decision making.

22

19 National Institute of Standards and Technology, “National Vulnerability Database,” https://nvd.nist.gov/
20 The MITRE Corporation, “Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures: The Standard for Information Security Vulnerability Names,”
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-0144
21 Rivera, Eddy; “Top Cybersecurity Issues at Black Hat,” Edelman, 16 August 2017, www.edelman.com/post/cybersecurity-issues-black-hat/
22 Op cit The MITRE Corporation
23 National Institute of Standards and Technology, “National Vulnerability Database: CVE-2017-0144 Detail,” https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-0144
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For EternalBlue, the exploit was rapidly coopted by new

In the EternalBlue example, the vulnerable component is a

attackers after it became public, so enterprises needed

Windows operating system, but the concepts behind risk

to apply patches quickly to avoid compromise. It is easy

analysis are the same when the vulnerable component is

to argue that EternalBlue was a high risk. However, a

an office and the vulnerability is an unlocked door. Replace

CVSS score in the NVD will not always be appropriate

network with facility in the Attack Vector and the FIRST

to every scenario. Understanding the CVSS and how

CVSS calculator gives a CVSS score of 8.8 (with the vector

to calculate scores manually can help practitioners to

string CVSS:3.0/AV:A/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H)—

address situations where additional nuance may be

risk is high because an attacker adjacent to the office can

needed to reflect real-world conditions.

easily get to the data inside. An unlocked room within an

For example, EternalBlue is a remotely exploitable network vulnerability with a CVSS v3 base score of 8.1 (the
vector string is CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/
C:H/I:H/A:H). However, for an isolated network segment
that requires network-based authentication, an attacker

otherwise secure facility might score a 6.3 (with the vector
string CVSS:3.0/AV:A/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H/
MAC:H/MPR:H/MUI:R), because an attack would be much
harder, requiring passage through access controls and
past people who might stop or detect an intruder.

may need local network access to take advantage of

After adjusting Attack Vector to a physical security

the weakness. In that case, a CVSS v3 base score of 7.1

perspective, the other CVSS base score metrics translate

(with the vector string CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/

easily from technical to nontechnical threats. The Attack

S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H/MAV:A/MPR:L) may be more accurate.

Complexity metric is straightforward; opening an unlocked

Rather than adjusting the base score, a practitioner with

door is easy, but climbing into a computer room through

a CVSS calculator can modify environmental factors

a shared drop ceiling is more complex. The Privileges

to better fit a specific situation. In this case, MAV:A

Required metric might shift from a network login to a

denotes an isolated network, while MPR:L indicates

physical access card. The User Interaction comes into

the network authentication requirement. Recalculating

play in the difference between opening an unlocked door,

scores to avoid security patches may be a mistake, but

where no interaction is needed, to piggybacking, where the

this technique can help prioritize remediation in large or

attacker needs to follow an employee through the door.

24

complex environments.

Social engineering threats, such as a phone call designed
to trick an employee into sharing a password with an

CVSS and Nontechnical
Vulnerabilities

attacker, can also be scored with CVSS. Replacing the data
network in Attack Vector with a voice network, the social

The CVSS is designed to express the severity of technical
vulnerabilities impacting software, hardware and firmware.
Technology is the focus in the scoring system, with network as the first metric value in the Attack Vector metric.
However, for practitioners who also need a framework to
score nontechnical vulnerabilities, CVSS may be a good fit.

engineer’s phone call might yield a CVSS score of 7.5
(with the vector string CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:R/
S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H). For practitioners who have struggled
to compare risk across threats to technology, facilities
and people, using CVSS provides an intriguing option to
communicate risk through a common framework.

24 The Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams (FIRST) provides a calculator. See FIRST, “Common Vulnerability Scoring System Version 3.0 Calculator,”
www.first.org/cvss/calculator/3.0
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A P P E N D I X

B

Vulnerability Assessment
Requirements
In information security regulations, standards and frameworks, vulnerability assessment requirements are
ubiquitous. The following list, though not exhaustive, shows where vulnerability assessment appears in a variety
of mandates.

Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI
DSS) sets security controls for credit card merchants and
service providers.25 PCI DSS version 3.2 requires external
(i.e., Internet-facing) and internal network vulnerability
scans (requirement 11.2). PCI DSS also requires:
• Manual or automated Static Application Security
Testing (SAST) (requirement 6.3.2) for an enterprise’s

NIST Special Publication 800-53
NIST Special Publication 800-53, Revision 4, “Security
and Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems
and Organizations”26 identifies the following vulnerability
scan controls:
• Vulnerability scanning (control RA-5)
• Penetration testing (control CA-8)
• SAST (control SA-11(2))
• DAST (control SA-11(8))

custom code
• Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST)
(requirement 6.6) or a Web Application Firewall (WAF)
for Internet-facing web applications

• Developer Security Testing and Evaluation |
Penetration Testing (control SA-11(5))
• Vulnerability Scanning | Discoverable Information
(control RA-5(4))

• External and internal penetration testing
(requirement 11.3)

• Facility (control PE-3(6))

• Additional penetration testing (requirement 11.3.4)
to verify that segmentation is effective
Beyond testing, PCI DSS expects risk analysis to be
conducted when engaging third-party service providers
(requirement 12.8.3) and before using compensating

• Supply chain (control SA-12(11)) penetration testing
NIST SP 800-53r4 specifies risk analysis (control RA-3),
too, but NIST provides more detailed guidance on the
subject in NIST SP 800-30.27

controls (PCI DSS Appendix C: Compensating
Controls Worksheet).

25 Op cit PCI Security Standards Council, LLC
26 Op cit National Institute of Standards and Technology, “Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations,” NIST Special Publication 800-53, Revision 4
27 Op cit Ross
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NIST Cybersecurity Framework
The NIST Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure
Cybersecurity, referred to as the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework (NIST CSF), is the result of a 2013 Executive
Order aimed at providing enterprises with best practice
guidance to improve cyber security practices.28 NIST CSF
includes a framework core that organizes controls into
five functions (identify, protect, detect, respond and
recover), maturity-based tiers and a pair of profiles
intended to define the delta between current and target

Cloud Security Alliance Cloud
Controls Matrix
The Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM), from the Cloud
Security Alliance (CSA), defines security principles for
cloud service providers.31 Under the banner of patch
management within a vulnerability management
program, control TVM-02 includes network vulnerability
assessment and penetration testing.

control states. The NIST CSF framework core includes

COBIT®

vulnerability scanning (control DE.CM-8) and broadly

In COBIT 4.1, vulnerability assessment is in the Deliver,

states risk and vulnerability management objectives, but

Service and Support (DS5) domain under control objective

only implies other testing activities.

DS5.5 Security Testing, Surveillance and Monitoring.
ISACA’s COBIT has evolved beyond its origins as a

CIS Critical Security Controls
The Center for Internet Security (CIS) ranks vulnerability
assessment fourth in its 20 critical security controls for
effective cyberdefense (CIS Controls). CIS states that
putting the first five CIS controls in place will “[e]liminate
the vast majority of [an] organization’s vulnerabilities.”

29

Along with vulnerability scanning (control 4.1), CIS also
lists DAST (control 18.4), external and internal penetration
testing (control 20.1) and searches for unprotected
information and artifacts (control 20.4).

comparisons to control frameworks less precise, but,
in COBIT® 5 for Information Security, vulnerability
assessment resides, in part, within the Build, Acquire
and Implement (BAI) domain, particularly:32
• Execute solution testing management practice
(BAI03.08)
• Maintain solutions management practice (BAI03.10)

baseline management practice (BAI10.02)
As an ongoing monitoring function, vulnerability assess-

ISO/IEC 27002:2013, “Information technology —
Security techniques — Code of practice for information
security controls,” includes vulnerability monitoring
(control 12.6.1), but, although the control gives somewhat
expectations for assessment activities.30

model for governance today. That evolution makes

• Establish and maintain a configuration repository and

ISO/IEC 27002:2013

specific patching guidance, it does little to clarify

control framework in the 1990s to a process reference

ment and penetration testing are in the Deliver, Service
and Support (DSS) domain, particularly the Manage
network and connectivity security management practice
(DSS05.02). Detailed guidance in Appendix F of COBIT®
5 for Information Security highlights various security
testing under the Services, Infrastructure and
Applications enabler.

28 Op cit National Institute of Standards and Technology, Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, Draft Version 1.1
29 Op cit Center for Internet Security®
30 International Organization for Standardization, “Information technology — Security techniques — Code of practice for information security controls,” ISO/IEC 27002:2013, October 2013,
www.iso.org/standard/54533.html
31 Cloud Security Alliance, “Cloud Controls Matrix Working Group,” https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/group/cloud-controls-matrix/
32 ISACA, COBIT® 5 for Information Security, 2012, www.isaca.org/COBIT/Pages/Information-Security-Product-Page.aspx
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New York State Department
of Financial Services 23
NYCRR 500

FFIEC Examination
The “Information Security Booklet,” which is part of the
FFIEC Information Technology Examination Handbook,

Unlike the standards and frameworks discussed previously,

guides security practices for many in the financial industry.35

23 NYCRR 500 Cybersecurity Requirements for Financial

Section IV.A covers assurance and testing, including

Services Companies, from the New York State Department

penetration tests in section IV.A.2(b) and vulnerability

of Financial Services (NYS DFS), carries the weight of law

assessment in section IV.A.2(c). Whether internal staff or

for enterprises regulated by the department.33 Section

third parties run vulnerability scans and how frequently

500.05 requires annual penetration testing and vulnerability

testing is done are left to the enterprise to determine;

assessments (systematic scans or reviews) twice per year.

however, the Handbook clearly establishes vulnerability
assessment as an integral component of an information

HIPAA

security program that supports risk analysis and provides

Probably the best-known information security regulation
is the HIPAA Security Rule, which applies to healthcare
organizations or covered entities and any business
associates that provide services related to protected
health information (PHI).34 The Security Rule mentions
risk analysis (§ 164.308(a)(1)(ii)(A)), but says little about
how entities should assess vulnerabilities. However, the
often-overlooked general requirements of § 164.306
require protections against reasonably anticipated
threats, opening the door for practices not explicitly
stated in the Security Rule. The Department of Health &
Human Services (HHS) developed guidance that calls
out security testing (e.g., HIPAA Security Series, #6
Basics of Risk Analysis and Risk Management, section
3) as a component of an enterprise’s greater risk
analysis activities.

assurance that other controls are in place and operating.
The FFIEC examination procedures call out risk analysis
during vulnerability assessment (objective 4.2),
application testing (objective 6.27), vulnerability scanning
(objective 8.1.c) and assurance through vulnerability
assessment (objectives 10.1.a, 10.3.b-c).

NERC Critical
Information Protection
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC) issues Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP)
standards related to information security for entities
involved in power generation and transmission.36
CIP-010-2, Cyber Security - Configuration Change
Management and Vulnerability Assessments, includes
vulnerability assessment requirements. Compared
to other standards, the period of required testing is
infrequent; Table R3 Part 3.1 and 3.2 mandate some
form of assessment (which can be paper based) every
15 months (3.1) and active vulnerability testing in a test
environment that models production every three years
(3.2) for high-impact systems.

33 Op cit New York State Department of Financial Services
34 Op cit U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
35 FFIEC, “Information Security,” FFIEC IT Examination Handbook InfoBase, https://ithandbook.ffiec.gov/it-booklets/information-security.aspx
36 North American Electric Reliability Corporation, “CIP Standards,” www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Pages/CIPStandards.aspx
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